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Discip 
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A NA
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Crs

 10  3  0  0  0  4.35 4.77The instructor presents information that is current and applicable to real life situations  15
 11  2  0  0  0  4.29 4.85The instructor clearly explains the requirements of the course  15
 10  2  0  1  0  4.06 4.62The instructor presents information in a logical flow  15
 11  2  0  0  0  4.47 4.85The instructor is prepared for the class meetings  15
 9  3  1  0  0  4.06 4.62The instructor presents the course information clearly and understandably  15

 10  3  0  0  0  4.35 4.77The instructor asks questions or poses issues that challenge me  15
 8  5  0  0  0  3.94 4.62The instructor shows concern for student progress in the course  15

 10  3  0  0  0  4.55 4.77The instructor is respectful of students  15
 11  2  0  0  0  4.45 4.85The instructor listens to student questions and opinions, and responds appropriately  15
 10  3  0  0  0  4.18 4.77The instructor uses clear and understandable grading standards  15
 9  2  2  0  0  4.06 4.54The instructor assigns texts and course materials that are appropriate and useful for 

achieving the learning outcomes of the course
 15

 9  3  1  0  0  4.16 4.62The instructor  covers the course material at a pace appropriate for the length of the class  15
 9  4  0  0  0  4.10 4.69This course is challenging and appropriately difficult for its level  15
 8  5  0  0  0  4.22 4.62My understanding has increased during this course  15
 9  4  0  0  0  4.20 4.69I now have the greater ability to think independently about this course’s subject area  15

 10  3  0  0  0  4.37 4.77I am graded fairly  for the work I submit  15
 9  4  0  0  0  4.27 4.69I am being sufficiently challenged by this course  15
 8  4  1  0  0  4.06 4.54I will benefit from the work I am putting into this course  15
 6  5  2  0  0  3.98 4.31The instructor uses teaching techniques that are engaging  15

SA: Strongly Agree (5); A: Agree (4); NAND: Neither Agree or Disagree (3); D:Disagree (2); SD: Strongly Disagree (1) 

A B C D F

I expect to earn a grade of: 46.2% 38.5% 15.4% 0 % 0 %

 

AA O S R AN

I come to class prepared 76.9% 23.1% 0 % 0 % 0 %

I participate in class activities such as discussions and projects 38.5% 23.1% 23.1% 15.4% 0 %

I put a great deal of effort into this class studying and listening 46.2% 53.8% 0 % 0 % 0 %

AA: Almost Always
O: Occasionally
S: Sometimes 
R:Rarely; 
AN: Almost Never

E VG G F P

Overall, I would rate this course: 53.8% 38.5% 7.7% 0 % 0 %

E:Excellent
VG: Very Good
G: Good
F: Fair
P: Poor

Y N DK

I would recommend this class to other students 69.2% 15.4% 15.4%

Y: Yes
N: No
DK: Don't Know
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What are the strengths of this course or instructor? Please use specific examples to illustrate.

The instructor uses real life examples, and he understands that the class is hard so he try to help us understand to the best of his ability.

Great at explaining concepts and what he asks of students is straight forward. Tests are challenging but we are given assistance by making 
them take-home.

He is awesome and I love his teaching methods.

Notes and lecture are clear to understand.

very smart

Very thorough notes are given in class that are helpful when studying for the exams.

Very intelligent. Always answers questions asked.

The strengths of this course is that there is not any time that is wasted during class. The lectures are very detailed which leads to questions on 
the homework that make you think. The lecture slides posted online are very dense.

The instructor is very knowledgeable regarding this topic, as he himself has an economics major. He is able to explain the content in a way 
that leaves no one behind, and I leave the classroom more and more interested regarding the topic we had covered.

What are areas for improvement of this course or instructor? Please use specific examples to illustrate.

n/a

Go over more examples, and application of certain concepts that have more than just graphs.

None. He is the best.

The content that we learn in class should relate to the homework as well as the exams.

none

None

Long lectures, but there's nothing wrong.

Some of the questions on the homework are logical in a way that the teacher wants the answer the exact way he would see it which is difficult 
to get right because there can be multiple answers.

Not much to improve on, Professor Plott is well organized and comes to class prepared to teach us ALWAYS. He engages the class regularly 
on the content we are covering, and we go over what we learned the previous class.

Do you have additional recommendations or comments regarding this course or instructor?

I think the course moves to fast, there is a lot of info for a intro course, but the instructor handles it well.

Pretty fair teacher overall, but the work is challenging.

none

No

None.

I would recommend this class to anyone that will be majoring in business, finance, accounting, etc.

No; I would definitely recommend him as a Micro Economics teacher. As long as you show up to class and pay attention, it is not difficult 
information to process on a beginner to economics level.


